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Abstract: Indigenous peoples are resilient peoples with deep traditional knowledge and scientific
thought spanning millennia. Global discourse on climate change however has identified Indigenous
populations as being a highly vulnerable group due to the habitation in regions undergoing rapid
change, and the disproportionate burden of morbidity and mortality already faced by this population.
Therefore, the need for Indigenous self-determination and the formal recognition of Indigenous
knowledges, including micro-level molecular and microbial knowledges, as a critical foundation
for planetary health is in urgent need. Through the process of Indigenous decolonization, even at
the smallest molecular scale, we define a method back to our original selves and therefore to our
planetary origin story. Our health and well-being is directly reflected at the planetary scale, and we
suggest, can be rooted through the concept of molecular decolonization, which through the English
language emerged from the ‘First 1000 Days Australia’ and otherwise collectively synthesized globally.
It is through our evolving understanding of decolonization at a molecular level, which many of our
Indigenous cultural and healing practices subtly embody, that we are better able to translate the
intricacies within the current Indigenous scientific worldview through Western forms of discourse.
Keywords: planetary health; Indigenous health; climate change; environmental health; ecology;
health equity; knowledge translation; environmental stewardship; microbiome

1. Introduction
You cannot understand true medicine power (in whatever capacity that may be) unless you have an
understanding of the nature of things. To understand the nature of things, you need to be in nature,
and you need to connect to the animals, the rocks, the plants, the stars, and the winds. [1]
Indigenous peoples are resilient peoples with deep traditional knowledge and scientific thought
spanning millennia. Indigenous peoples have diverse notions of resilience grounded in culturally
distinctive concepts that bridge person, community, and the environment. There is a great importance
placed on notions of collective history, the richness of Indigenous languages and traditions, as well as
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the need for strong individual and collective agency and activism to become a platform for needed
change on a global scale [2]. Unfortunately, Indigenous populations have been identified as a highly
vulnerable group within global discourse on climate change because of habitation in regions undergoing
rapid change, and the disproportionate burden of morbidity and mortality already faced by this
population [3]. With Indigenous populations already facing continued and progressive economic and
social marginalization, higher prevalence of chronic diseases, and systemic discrimination, the need for
Indigenous self-determination and the formal recognition of Indigenous knowledges as a foundation
for climate and health solutions specifically are critical [4].
The current and emerging ‘planetary health’ field is most often defined by the ways that humans
impact and are impacted by their environment. The notions of air and water quality, food security,
and the increasing exposure to natural disasters and infectious diseases are previewed primarily
through an anthropocentric lens [5]; however, more recently, a more holistic and inclusive summary of
planetary health by Prescott et al. has been put forward in that planetary health, inseparably bonded
to human health, is defined as the interdependent vitality of all natural and anthropogenic ecosystems;
this vitality includes the biologically defined ecosystems (at micro, meso, and macro scales) that favor
biodiversity; it includes the more broadly defined human-constructed social, political, and economic
ecosystems that favor health equity and the opportunity to strive for high-level wellness; this definition
also includes the business ecosystems that influence sustainable and health-promoting local and global
commerce [6].
Regardless, planetary health as a field is primarily a Western construct with Indigenous traditional
knowledge (TK) systems having no clear separation between the health of the planet and the health
of self or that of the community and ecosystem at large. The long-established interconnected ways
of knowing embodied by Indigenous value-systems view social, economic, and ecological aspects as
‘unified systems’ with no divisional aspects apparent [7]. TK itself has been privileged by thousands
of years of unified living that is based on a set of Indigenously defined natural laws drawn from the
lands, water, and skies that surround us. With this, the path to crisis level current global environmental
change (GEC) has been seen from the Indigenous TK perspective to come from the direct appropriation
of Indigenous peoples’ ancestral lands. This appropriation subsequently fueled capitalist systems
(that work against natural laws) that continue to erode our planet’s capacity as a home for all living
things [8]. Land exploitation was and is platformed in most cases with forced societal colonization.
This is where Indigenous peoples had Western ways of thinking, believing, acting, trusting, feeling,
and living pushed on them, leading only recently to the formal recognition that colonization in and
of itself is a determinant of Indigenous health [9]. Colonization continues today through Western
modernity with a mismatch occurring between differing environments (i.e., traditional vs modern)
through forced relocations, destroyed traditional lands, and loss of access to traditional foods and
teachings that take over (i.e., colonize) the molecular processes and structures of Indigenous peoples.
These events and processes consequently have detrimental effects on Indigenous health (e.g., higher
rates of inflammation [10–12], toxic exposures [13,14], and diabetes [15]).
Molecular Decolonization: Background and Conceptual Foundations
For Indigenous peoples, the process of ‘decolonization’ (i.e., the countering or outright resistance
of colonizing thought, actions, and governance) is based on a framework that centers and privileges
Indigenous life, community, and epistemology and is directly rooted in land and country [16].
Indigenous ceremonial practice in particular (which involves an innate connection to land and country)
is a deep expression of the decolonization process with physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual
connections made from the smallest molecular particle to the largest cosmic galaxy [17]. Understanding
that traditional Indigenous knowledges and ceremonial practice span and weave between all scales of
existence and the universe underscores the need for a process of decolonization even at the smallest
level of being. Colonization (i.e., trauma, genocide, loss of culture and lands, etc.) disrupts Indigenous
peoples down to the molecular level with consequent feedforward effects at the planetary level
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through forced disconnection from our true selves as embodied through nature. In other words,
the impacts of colonization alter our behavior, health, relationships, and therefore the health of
the planet. The additional continued impacts of macro level consumptive economic systems on all
communities, with the consequent entrenchment in poverty, social dysfunction, and reduced quality of
life common in much of the world’s population, means we all need to reflectively decolonize from the
things that harm us (i.e., monocultured food, sugar, lateral violence, overconsumption, etc.). Molecular
decolonization is therefore the process of embracing, restoring, and honoring our original selves at
the foundational level of being, in keeping with our original ancestral teachings to inform our future
human story (i.e., our original selves, prior to the colonizing mindset, was beset with traditional
knowledge and a way of living that positively impacted us and all aspects of the planet down to the
molecular level of being which needs to be honored and restored). This molecular decolonization
process has the potential to re-balance our biomolecular functioning while restoring the original
instructions embedded in our ancestral deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA).
The meaning behind the idea of ‘molecular decolonization’ arose from the Indigenous collective’s
engaging in and socializing with the concept through different knowledge traditions and expanding it
through formal discourse on a global scale. The term was formally introduced within an Australian
Indigenous led cultural public health intervention called the First 1000 Days movement, which was
based on the understanding that trauma is carried in our own bodies in addition to that between
families generationally [18]. As Indigenous concepts of healing are embodied in our human experience,
and because our interconnectivity, ideas, and formulations around molecular decolonization are
directly applicable to planetary systems, we are today seeing a form of trauma being embodied in
planetary systems that are also in need of healing. With global environmental problems being primarily
rooted in injustice and colonization, sustainable long-term solutions will require a paradigm shift away
from the reductionist and individualistic approaches common now, towards a paradigm that privileges
Indigenous voices and ways of thinking about humanity and our place within the interconnected
world [8].
As a group of Indigenous scholars and community members, we emphasize here that ‘molecular
decolonization’ is the method back to our original selves, and therefore to our planetary origin story.
Molecular decolonization is a strategy that can be used to overcome ‘binarism,’ as it is often expressed
in the literature (i.e., ‘Indigenous non-Indigenous,’ ‘Developing-Developed’) [19]. As these binarisms
are social and cultural constructions relevant for twentieth-century living, and are not appropriate for
the sustainability of our biosphere, strategies that bridge instead of divide are in dire need. We urgently
need new civilizational paradigms to rebalance our species’ relationship to all other elements of
existence. As a human species we all have the same molecular structure, and therefore, molecular
decolonization is a unifying principle to ensure a species response to planetary health and wellbeing.
Through our collective and evolving understanding of decolonization at a molecular level,
which many of our Indigenous cultural and healing practices subtly embody, we are better able to
translate the intricacies within the current Indigenous scientific worldview through Western forms
of discourse. As the health of our molecular being is argued to reflect our planetary being and vice
versa (i.e., interconnectedness), the process of molecular decolonization is premised as a strategy for
improving environmental health globally. For the most part, we as human beings understand that our
eating habits, mental state, and spiritual practices all impact us at a molecular level; however, there is
a lack of appreciation in the modern worldview for how those acts and practices impact the planet
as an interconnected system. Our health and wellbeing is directly reflected at the planetary scale,
and here we provide examples of how the concept of molecular decolonization can be thought about,
applied and actioned through a two-eyed seeing lens (i.e., “To see from one eye with the strengths of
Indigenous ways of knowing, and to see from the other eye with the strengths of Western ways of
knowing, and to use both of these eyes together” [20] in action).
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2. Going without: Planetary Health and Fasting
The colonization of the hunter-gatherer and traditional diets of Indigenous peoples in North
America and elsewhere through the forced adoption of an ad libitum Western diet has been particularly
bad for Indigenous peoples and the planet. Before the advent of European agriculture, high-fiber foods
such as wild plants, fruits, grasses, seeds, and nuts, along with wild fish and animals were the pillars of
the Indigenous diet, undoubtedly producing a superior and diverse gut microbiome [21], along with
an excellent omega-three fatty acid profile [22].
Traditional Indigenous horticultural communities produced high quality and nutritionally dense
varieties of crops that provided superior health benefits including improved body composition and
physical fitness compared with the effects of industrial crops on modern populations [23]. Traditional
farming was and is important to planetary health as Indigenous women plant seeds in a reverent,
ceremonial manner while treating the plants and earth as possessing sentience (i.e., there is a deep
respect for the earth as a living mother). Buffalo Bird Woman, a renowned traditional Hidatsa gardener
who was born in 1839, said her people believed that “the corn plants had souls, as children have
souls. We cared for our corn in those days, as we would care for a child.” [24]. When spring returned,
the women would welcome the corn spirits back from the south with dancing and ceremonies [24].
The traditional relationship with food was therefore complex, deep, and profound.
Colonization forced Indigenous peoples into a Western lifestyle that resulted in the loss
of traditional farming, hunting, fishing, gathering, and cultural practices that many Indigenous
communities are fighting to restore and revitalize. This restoration of Indigenous cultural practices
is a sign of the continued resilience of Indigenous peoples despite the continued exploitation of
Indigenous lands and the large prevalence of adverse social, health, and economic conditions present in
communities. Regardless, the Western lifestyle and consequent Western diet has produced “diseases of
civilization,’ or what is known in evolutionary biology as “mismatch diseases”. These are diseases that
occur because our bodies are poorly or inadequately adapted to the modern environments in which
we now live [25]. Cardiovascular disease, obesity, hypertension, type 2 diabetes, cancer, autoimmune
disorders, osteoporosis, anxiety and depression, and neurodegenerative conditions such as Alzheimer’s
are rare or virtually absent in hunter–gatherers and other non-Westernized populations [23]. Research
has suggested that by adopting a diet and lifestyle that mimics the beneficial characteristics of the
pre-agricultural environment, the risk of chronic degenerative diseases is then reduced [23], and the
stress on the planet is also lessened [26]. Even more recently however, the act of forgoing food itself
has been getting more widespread scientific and mass media attention.
Fasting is an overlooked ancient Indigenous practice that has many important implications
for human and planetary health. Fasting historically in certain cases was an unplanned event in
Indigenous communities during times of food shortage; however, it also played an important role in
Indigenous ceremonial life. During unplanned fasting periods, going without food meant not eating or
eating sparingly for days or sometimes weeks at a time. To prevent starvation, food was rationed and
one ate only when they were truly hungry—demonstrating what Western science now calls “calorie
restriction” [27]. It was not uncommon however for Indigenous groups to engage in ceremonial and
willful fasting and dancing to gain direction in life, to connect with the natural and spiritual world,
to seek permission to utilize the energy from a sacred plant or animal, or even to secure food during a
period of starvation in the community. In the winter of 1861, the Mandan and Hidatsa (Indigenous
groups from the Great Plains area of the United States) were going through a severe shortage of meat
and had very little else to eat. Determined to prevent community starvation, a man named Red Cherry
went up on the highest butte outside of the village and fasted for three days to call the buffalo, but he
was not successful. The Mandan White Buffalo Cow Society, a women’s organization, stepped in and
began dancing day and night and eventually a buffalo appeared [28].
Among the Arikara of the Great Plains in the United States, fasting was a requirement for anyone
who wished to become a traditional doctor, carry and administer traditional medicines to heal others,
and to earn the respect and confidence of the people, ancestors, and the spirits that aided in the
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doctoring (i.e., healing) process. Ella P. Waters (Yellow Bird Woman), who was born in 1889 on the Fort
Berthold Reservation in North Dakota, was a highly respected Arikara woman and the last traditional
doctor in her community. As a young woman on her way to becoming a traditional doctor, she looked
after the elderly traditional doctors in the sacred Medicine Lodge, taking them food, attending to their
needs, and manifesting what she described as “holy feelings” [29]. At age eighteen, “she began going
to the Medicine Lodge to fast, make sacrifices of food and goods, and ask the doctors’ societies for
blessings” [29]. Ella passed away in 1984 at age ninety-five.
Unfortunately, there are fewer and fewer Indigenous groups today regularly engaging in traditional
farming or ritual fasting. Recently however, there has been great effort to change this, with a greater
push from traditional Indigenous leaders and traditional medicine people to support a reconnection
with Indigenous culture and ceremony. The revitalization of fasting has gained more widespread
acknowledgement in the Western scientific community with new data pointing towards favorable
molecular benefits from engaging in this practice. Research has evaluated calorie restriction [30],
alternate day eating [31], and periodic fasting to reverse various adverse health effects [32] and
improve metabolic markers [33,34]. Of the fasting approaches studied, the twelve- to twenty-one-hour
intermittent fast (IF) has had the highest compliance by individuals habituated to the Western
lifestyle [35]. Studies on IF in animals as well as human clinical trials have demonstrated the lowering
of biomarkers associated with chronic illness, including LDL cholesterol and triglycerides [33,34],
fasting blood glucose and insulin levels [33,34], and C-reactive protein (CRP) and Tumor necrosis
factor alpha (TNF-α) [33,34].
At the molecular level, caloric restriction induces oxidative stress on the mitochondria, triggering
autophagy, the cellular mechanism for organelle (specialized structures within cells) quality control [36].
Lysosomes (a type of organelle) then devour these damaged cellular structures and therefore mediate
apoptosis (i.e., programmed cell death) [37]. The metabolic stress noted and induced by the intermittent
fasting state helps to maintain autophagic flux, which is the cellular process of degrading and recycling
excess or damaged cell structures [36,38]. Dysregulated autophagy is a feature of mismatch diseases
(i.e., diseases that occur because our bodies are poorly or inadequately adapted to environments
in which we now live), whereas healthy cell metabolism is a continuous balance of anabolism and
catabolism, build-up and breakdown that helps to maintain health [32]. Therefore, at the cellular level,
growth and replication is tempered by autophagy and apoptosis, mirroring cycles of life and death on
our planet. A planetary microcosm, so to speak.
We human beings require tempered patterns of consumption in reciprocity with the land to
maintain balance (like healthy autophagic flux). Colonialism and the Western lifestyle is described by
the Indigenous Ojibwe word ‘windigo’, highlighting overconsuming gluttony and greed [39]. With this,
the phrase ‘evolutionary mismatch’ could be used to describe not only the human health effects of
the Western lifestyle, but also its severed, extractive relationship to the earth. A lifestyle of dietary
overconsumption wreaks havoc on the land and on our more-than-human relatives from the loss of
ecosystem diversity (e.g., clearcutting for cattle ranching, loss of soil nutrients through monocrop
agriculture, and the loss of beneficial microbes in the soil from the use of pesticides). The health of
the land is mirrored by the current state of our inner terrain (i.e., the intestinal microbiome), which
has been compromised from eating processed, refined foods leaving a trail of destruction. Fasting
on the other hand has been found to increase the diversity of intestinal flora compared to the current
on-demand feeding schedule that is common in our modern society, which consequently reduces its
and our complexity in the process [40]. As with most ecosystems, richer diversity is a reflection of more
robust health. A diverse microbiome shapes the innate immune response, supporting the function
of T regulatory immune cells and conferring immunoprotection [38], just as ecological diversity is so
important for our planet’s wellbeing and protection.
So, by reducing individual food consumption in a healthy way, divesting from industrialized food
systems, and fasting, we can have a decolonial impact on the planet by reducing our carbon footprint
and helping the land and humans to heal right down to the molecular level of being. This reclamation
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of ancestral foodways, teachings, and ceremonial practice helps us to remember our rooted relationship
and responsibility to Mother Earth and the next seven generations that come after us (i.e., the ‘seven
generation principle’ [41]). Restoring Indigenous sovereignty and practice around food is a crucial
component to decolonization, which “brings about repatriation of Indigenous land and life” [42].
3. A Micro- to Meta-Narrative: Utilizing Molecular Decolonization Concepts in
Time-Sensitive Movements
Planetary health movements recognize the world has a unique but fast-closing window of
opportunity to safeguard our future [43]. Like planetary health advocates, implementers of the
international First 1000 Days movement have focused on time-sensitive interventions to realize lifelong
health and wellbeing [44]. The First 1000 Days movement uses the time period from conception until a
child’s second birthday to build healthier and more prosperous futures [45]. Both planetary health
and the First 1000 Days movements are founded in sciences demonstrating how internal and external
environments—our in utero experiences, the food we eat, the air we breathe, our access to fresh water,
and the energy we use—shape our future health in significant ways.
Although there is envisaged symmetry between the conceptualizations needed to unify our human
community around a set of specific calls to action to improve health outcomes from birth onwards
for all, there is little evidence to illustrate how our common microbial and molecular communities
are being used to inform narratives that unite all life on Earth. The foundation of these developing
microbial-based decolonizing narratives are premised on the need for rebalancing our biomolecular
functioning within and across species while dampening the supercilious viewpoint that human health
should be put ahead of all others on Earth.
To decolonize this human-centric worldview and create renewed Earth-centered communities
spanning generations (‘all my Ancestors’), and places (migration and seasonal life and living), an
Indigenous strategy to refocus global narratives by enhancing the vitality of our microbial communities
is warranted. The microbial microcosm is a compelling narrative that situates our human biome in the
biome of the planet, and in doing so, provides a common language to bridge efforts across and between
movements, humans, and our natural environments. Current Indigenous-led initiatives recognize
microbial communities as having sentient purpose with diverse habitats represented from the soil to the
human body. These complex ecological interactions and relationships with each other, the environment,
and across generations, is a solid foundation upon which to create a unifying meta-narrative for our
time [46].
Microbiome science itself is increasingly recognized within the planetary health and the First
1000 Days movements [47]. Through a planetary health lens, microbiome science underscores
the importance of accumulated experiences within the total lived environment linking biological,
psychological, and social equations critical to personal, public, and planetary scales [48]. Relevant to
the First 1000 Days movement is the understanding and appreciation for the intergenerational impact
of molecular interactions in the human genome and microbiome. For example, epigenetics research
demonstrates that exposures to adverse experiences in utero (including inadequate or altered nutrition,
environmental toxins, abusive behaviors, and social stresses) produce genomic changes that can be
transmitted across generations and contribute to the non-genomic transmission of disease [49] (i.e.,
induce a state of imbalance). On the other hand, encouraging healthy microbial communities has been
recognized to provide intergenerational resilience [50] (i.e., there is balance and harmony with nature).
Resilience in human, microbial, and greater ecological communities is, quite simply, the amount
of stress that can be tolerated before a living system’s trajectory changes toward a different equilibrium
state [51,52]. At the macrosystem level, studies illustrate how human-driven pollution, land usage, and
resource exploitation erode ecological systems into less productive states, making them less resilient
overall. Similarly, studies of global increases in temperature and climatic instability demonstrate how
stress impacts the micro-level molecular mechanisms regulating plant, animal, and human growth and
development [53], therefore also decreasing their overall resiliency. Current Indigenous knowledge
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systems have used micro-level communities (now modernly termed ‘microbial communities’) to
characterize acts and practices that promote resilience and connect humans to macro-planetary systems
(such as the laying down of a newborn baby on the Land in microbial-rich soil after birth to establish
connection). So, although modern microbiome science is an emerging field in some knowledge
traditions, Indigenous peoples’ science systems demonstrate a propensity for understanding molecular
communities, which is evidenced by the purposeful genetic manipulation through cropping, agricultural
practices, and ecosystem maintenance [54], in addition to certain medicinal and ceremonial practices.
This laying down of a baby on land and country in ceremony upon birth demonstrates a powerful
reverence and awareness for microbial communities that ensures a direct facilitation of microbial
exchanges between mother, child, and Mother Earth. In a story collected from central Australia over
two decades ago, these microbial exchanges were a feature of a child’s birth and connected them to the
ecosystems in which they were born:
In the old days, tribal way, we had no medicine. We had no woman trouble, we used to put hot ashes
on our tummies and back when we born those babies. They were not born with blanket; they were
born straight into the ground. When that baby was born, we would dig a hole in the ground and put
green leaves and branches in the hole. We would smoke those babies and ourselves to make us strong.
We would put black ochre across our baby boy’s forehead, and on our daughters, we would put black
ochre on their stomachs. We would put hair string around their necks and stop them from crying too
much. [55]
In an Australian context and in contemporary times, this connection to country is provided
through an ‘Acknowledgement of Country’ in which respect is paid to the traditional owners of the
land. Elders acknowledge visitors to their lands as a way of offering safe passage and protection
of the visitor’s spiritual wellbeing during their birth journey. Reintroduced decolonized cultural
practices, such as the ‘Welcome Baby to Country’ in the First 1000 Days Australia movement, is gaining
popularity once again. These ceremonies include babies being smoked and given ancestral names by
the community, while directly involving parents in practices that connect people to country—through
carving wood baby carriers, taking children to be cleansed in rivers, and being ‘ochered’ by Elders.
As humans, our first ecologic experience is that of our mother’s womb. Our long-term health
and wellbeing are dependent on the qualities of the exchange of essential nutrients and bacteria
from our mothers during pregnancy [56]. Birthing is a process that then brings us into our second
ecologic experience. This early transition to our second ecological lived experience is defined by the
qualities and characteristics of the social, cultural, structural, and other supports available to the mother
during her child’s early life. These shared, early-life microbial and ecologically rooted experiences
between mother and baby are defined by our humanity and shared with other organisms through our
interconnected existence. Microbial communities are therefore germane to our planet’s communities of
life and are a part of our origin story.
Decolonized narratives that are centered on the molecular structuring of the world are relevant
to Indigenous peoples and advocated for by many others who draw inspiration from Earth-centered
cultural traditions and governance systems. As the genesis of ‘molecular decolonization’ is derived
from within Indigenous knowledge systems, the use of this term not only recognizes the unique
sensitivities of Indigenous peoples to climate emergencies, but also repositions the contribution of
Indigenous peoples’ knowledge as central to twenty-first-century living [57]. Indigenous knowledge is
essential to the crafting of alternative narratives for life on Mother Earth. Movements such as planetary
health and the First 1000 Days promote scalable mitigation models that benefit human health by
connecting health and wellbeing to that of ecosystem health [58] (micro to macro). In these movements,
‘molecular decolonization’ as a concept can be embedded in a meta-narrative of ‘unified microbial
communities’ (i.e., the interconnectedness between all things) that have the metaphoric potential to
relinquish twentieth-century reliance on fossil fuels and encourage the embrace of Earth-centered
jurisprudence as necessary for future life to occur on Earth. Molecular decolonization is part of a
meta-narrative that uses the smallest scale of life on Earth to connect to the macro while disrupting
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the power relations that see Indigenous knowledge systems outside of, less than, or trivial by those
humans and systems heavily invested in Western knowledge constructs.
Earth-centered jurisprudence systems govern both microbial and global systems (i.e., there is
a unity of natural laws). Earth-centered jurisprudence systems can also be utilized to reinforce
harmonization of macro-financial and fiscal policies (while protecting against the fragmentation
of initiatives), which consequently have the potential to lead to a reduction in carbon emissions,
an increase in bio-diversity, and an ability to support nations in preparing for and adapting to the
amplification of climate emergencies that cause widespread harm and damage to livelihoods [59].
In the vision for a healthy future, it is important to create the conditions that enable the overcoming
of the dissonance between ‘being in nature’ (i.e., nature that surrounds us) and ‘being of nature’
(i.e., nature that embodies us). Words as concepts and experiences matter as they shape our thinking
about the world and, in turn, the actions we take [60].
4. Decolonizing Stories in Planetary Health: From Micro to Macro
The cultural practices and stories that Indigenous peoples have retained and continue to perpetuate
have direct impacts on our overall health and wellbeing [61]. By engaging and embodying our ancestral
teachings and practices told through our stories, we consequently reduce the stress on our molecular
and planetary environment, as the teachings are premised on a deep respect for land and country
(i.e., Mother Earth connectivity) through decolonizing narratives. The impact of storytelling as a
formal teaching methodology for planetary and public health is an underestimated and underutilized
science in the quest to regain our planetary balance [62]. So, in keeping with an Indigenous research
methodology [63] and style of scholarship that has spanned countless generations, we here share
space for intricate story by Tyson Yunkaporta, a member of the Apalech Clan in the far north of
Queensland, Australia:
In saltwater country our old people pass on knowledge of all things biotic, things of spirit and
flesh, micro and macro, but not divided into those alien categories. The knowledge is in-between,
like the vast spaces between atoms or stars. The aerial roots of mangroves that draw gases into those
plants have the same name in language as the word for lungs, the word and the phenomenon it names
both grounded in ancient Lore that indicates an unseen world of minute relations beyond the reach of
the eye.
In saltwater it is known that there are tiny entities that are friendly and may enter through the
skin and become part of us, invigorating our bodies and making us part of our coastal bioregion,
down deep in our bones, patterned and sung. It is the same transformative action that enables eels to
change from freshwater to saltwater species in cycles of migration throughout their lives.
A scientist looking at these aquatic viruses will tell us they are plant beings, but when they
say phyto we might think “Fight-o!” until we read the research paper and recognize them as the
little helpers we know so intimately, symbiotic green things that form basins of attraction in the
co-evolutionary fitness surfaces of our complex bodily systems. There are both plant and animal
viruses, and they work with us in healthy systems right up to the point at which our systems are
knocked out of balance when they then work against us. This occurs at both micro and macro levels.
When ‘country’ is sick, there are co-morbidities that arise as plants and animals adapt in crazy
ways, responding to insane new patterns of entropy that are eating the land alive. There is die-back in
the mangroves in “untouched wilderness” areas and nobody knows why they are choking to death in
the dry season, or why our old people die in their sleep during flu season at the same time. Pathogens
are thrown up by animal refugees hopping and flapping and swimming away from the environmental
carnage, seeking safer destinations in vain. In veins, smaller things repeat that pattern, replicating
wildly and searching for new habitats across species, including humans.
I am thinking of this as I watch my babies play with a spiky rubber ball in our backyard.
Their hands are sticky with honey from their breakfast toast, making it hard to throw that ball. I think
of that animal virus and its spiky skin that is attracted to proteins on the surface of our cells. I think
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of the protein and cellulose taxonomy of our Indigenous universe, reflected in our language and our
dietary habits. We put the protein suffix in front of the names for beings with blood in their veins, and
the cellulose suffix in front of the names for beings with sap in their veins. We balance these two food
groups in our diet, as the protein-based foods have bio-available nutrients for our bodies, while the
cellulose-based foods have bio-available nutrients for the ecosystem of tiny creatures that live within
our gut.
That gut is our center of power, a separate neural system that operates independently of our
brains. The tiny creatures in there act like neurons, and the gut, as the seat of our big spirit, steers the
course of our lives instinctively and ancestrally. We inherit that gut flora from our mother in the womb
and if we have access to undomesticated foods in that dynamic balance of protein and cellulose from
time to time, and we do not ingest too much poison, we live free of the auto-immune diseases, autism,
and cancers that have become plagues in the last few decades. We have been free of these things for
millennia, living also in harmony with the helpful viruses that move through land and body systems
existing in a state of balance and complex relations.
So, my babies laugh and play with that spiky ball that keeps sticking to their snot-and-honey-slicked
hands, and I think of the sugarbag, the native honey that we are missing as we camp here in this cold
southern city. Those little black bees that make the honey exist in a sub-equatorial belt around the
globe, in South America and South Africa as well as here. They do not like crossing saltwater—maybe
that big manta ray will swim up and leap out of the waves to drown them. Their hives are not the
regimented yellow grids of domesticated European and Asian bees—the wax is black and formed in a
sacred energetic spiral.
There is both pollen and honey in there, and in language the pollen takes the protein suffix and the
honey takes the cellulose suffix. The honey regulates the activity of bacteria and the pollen regulates
the activity of viruses. A drink made of either can heal the diseases that form when systems are
knocked out of balance and the tiny entities inside our bodies fall out of symbiotic relation (or, more
often, when we fall out with them).
There is nothing pathological about these tiny relatives of ours that have recently been colonized
and misnamed as pathogens, framed as the invisible enemy of a dying empire currently occupying our
lands and waging its endless wars. That is the macro conflict. When we are ill, we go through micro
conflicts, internal struggles, but our tiny relations inside are not the enemy—they are helping us to
learn and grow, to transform—even if that lesson means it is time to move between worlds or into
new epochs.
Time is an important variable here in the patterns that make changes between micro and macro.
That sugarbag is only medicinal in the right season when you see the yellow flowers blooming. If your
lungs are still out of balance after that (maybe a bit too much pollen about) then you might eat a nice
fat bat in that season to fix your breathing. Still, you will only breathe as well as the mangroves are
breathing on your country, because you are an organism in dynamic, co-evolutionary relation with its
habitat. The spirit of mangrove, flower, honeybee, and bat is moving through you and you are moving
through it, whether your markets are wet or dry, booming or busting.
Whether spirit exists in the Western sense of the word or not, it is the heuristic we use as Indigenous
people in a complex system of knowledge of macro and micro worlds, patterned on millennia of
relational existence within a dynamic landscape that holds all of that rich knowledge. Whether your
lens is situated in a totemic system or a microscope, this lore is vital to understanding the microbial
universe, from the quantum level to the galactic. Decolonizing the microbiome must therefore involve
the incorporation of appropriate lore in the ongoing process of inquiry that our survival demands in
periods of imbalance and transition.
5. Conclusions
The planet’s health is a reflection of our own health and wellbeing right down to the molecular
level. When Mother Earth is sick and unbalanced, we are also sick and unbalanced. Due to the
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interconnected web of our existence, there is great need to reconsider our daily practices and thought
processes through the lens of reciprocity, responsibility, and relationality to our Mother Earth. Through
the process of reconnecting to our original selves (our true origin), we go through a process of
decolonization that reforms us at the molecular level (i.e., molecular decolonization). Our ancestral
bodies are directly rooted in the land and country where we come from (i.e., our foundational level of
being), and are capable of remembering our connection to all things when we give it the space to do so.
Our planet’s health and very existence depends on our remembering where we came from.
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